Scott Evans, fifth M30 (6-6) high jump,
TAC/USA National Masters Championships,
Indianapolis, August 2-5.
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Christel Miller, 55, was named outstanding multi-event athlete-of-the-year by TAC.
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Wen-Shi Yu (far right), was named outstanding W55 long-distance runner by TAC. She ran 21:35 in the 7th Annual Apple Bank Long Island Women's Summer 5K for a new W55 course record. From left: Doris Haibon (5th), Alexandra Finger (4th), Eleanor O'Toole (3rd), Marie Mercer (2nd), and Yu.
The picturesque beauty of Southwestern Finland forms the backdrop for the site of this year's WAVA World Veterans Championships in Turku, Finland.
Contestant in the W50 long jump, XII Indian National Veterans Athletic Championships, Hyderabad. Photo from V. Suryanarayana
Olavi Forbom (left), Chairman of Transportation, and Pirkko Martin, Executive Secretary, explain to the WAVA Council that there will be free transportation between the three venues at the WAVA World Veterans Championships this July in Turku, Finland.
The Spirit of Christmas Past Appears at the Trojan meet and stomps Med flies.
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Nate White, 71, M70 winner (70:24), TAC/USA
National Masters 15K Championships, Edina, Minn., September 23.
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Ken Sparks, second M45 in 55:11, Bobby Crim 10 Mile, Flint, Mich. Photo by Victah Sailer/Agence Shot
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